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Hotel

of the Month

The incomparable charm
of three Natural Beauties
Allow me to introduce the 4-Star DasPosthotel, the Chalets Deluxe HochLeger and
the GolfLodge, which together are known as the “Natural Beauties”. These three
luxurious hideaways in the popular holiday region of Austria’s Ziller Valley each offer an outstanding design concept based on the combination of high quality wood
and other natural materials, modern comfort and loving attention to detail.
TEXT: CORDELIA MAKARTSEV | PHOTOS: PRESS IMAGES

”We are fervent supporters of the genuine,
the authentic and the beautiful. For us,
beauty is always found in naturalness,”explains Christina Binder-Egger, the host of
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the three Natural Beauties. The dominant
material of the hotel and holiday apartments is wood from spruce, oak and Swiss
pine trees.“The untreated wood continues

Austria

to live. We love to see it change its colour
over time. The patina gives life and elegance to the rooms,”adds Christina BinderEgger. The unique result is a warm and exclusive ambiance, where the guests feel at
home as soon as they set foot on the properties.
Variety, individuality, quality of service and
culinary delights are high on the agenda of
the host family and the staff at the Natural
Beauties. All the accommodation is certi-
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Left: Posthotel
Below: HochLeger Chalets

fied with both the Austrian and the EU Eco
Label, ensuring that each of them offers its
very own charm and advantages for its
guests.
Life is beautiful at the Posthotel
There must be a reason why the German
football club Werder Bremen chose DasPosthotel as the accommodation for his
summer training camp in 2014. Flair, style
and charisma characterise the design hotel
in the centre of Zell in the heart of the
Ziller Valley, a gateway to one of Austria’s
best ski arenas in winter and its most versatile hiking area in summer. The possibilities to experience nature up close are endless, while you’ve also got smart boutiques,
cafes and restaurants just round the corner.
As the first of the three Natural Beauties, the
Posthotel opened its doors in 2010. With
the natural warmth of the materials, the
harmonious interplay of fabrics, colours
and light and the purist simplicity of the design, the hosts have created a home-awayfrom-home for their guests. Each room,
apartment and suite is equipped with SkyTV, Wi-Fi and a SuitePad with the latest
news, internet, movies and games. A read-

ing selection including the latest magazines
and good holiday reads awaits on every
floor.
To ensure that their guests have the freedom to tailor their holidays to their individual wishes the host family have come up
with some innovative ideas;“Book a cook”
is just one of them. Guests who are reluctant to leave the cosiness of their apartment but do not want to miss out on a delicious dinner can order a cook who will
treat them to freshly prepared Tyrolean cuisine made from local, organic ingredients.
“Beauty means buying the products from
the local farmer and thus being able to enjoy the full flavour of these honest dishes,”
is the philosophy of the house, which is
perfectly reflected in the breakfast buffet:
Zillertal dairy products, handmade organic
jams and honey from the hotel’s hives…
After an active day in the fresh mountain
air, a visit to the small but exquisite wellness
area will be more than welcome. Four different saunas and a Turkish steam bath relax your muscles. The heated outdoor pool
makes swimming a real treat all year round.
Massages and beauty treatments from an
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experienced professional team complete
the indulgent experience.
High above of everyday life:
the HochLeger Chalets
Relaxation seekers, nature lovers and those
who enjoy the finer things in life will find
their holiday haven at the HochLeger
Chalets amidst the untamed nature of the
mountains. Following the same design philosophy as the Posthotel, the host family
opened these luxurious mountain chalets in
2013. Wood types such as pine, larch and fir
come together with natural materials to
combine a warm and “fragrant” atmosphere. At an altitude of 1,054m the chalets
provide unrivalled solitude and tranquility
without compromising on service and comfort. Upon arrival there are organic foods
such as farm-fresh eggs, milk, freshly baked
bread, butter, and much more awaiting you
in your food pantry. Wine lovers will find a
well-stocked wine rack too. In the mornings, freshly baked rolls and pastries are
delivered. And again, if you prefer not to
cook, simply “book a cook”.
With a private open-air hot tub at each
chalet, the mountain sauna and a pool with
a small waterfall guaranteeing pure relaxation after an eventful day outdoors, your
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body will be grateful and beauty treatments
and massages can be booked at the Posthotel.
Time out on the Green at the Golflodge
Opened in January 2014, the GolfLodge is
the youngest child in the family of the Natural Beauties. Located right by the 4th tee on
the Zillertal golf course in Uderns, golf fans
find an 18-hole championship course, large
practice facility with a covered driving
range, short-course and a PGA golf school
on the doorstep. Guests are free to book as
many or as few services as they like: fresh
bread delivered for breakfast, book a cook,
kitchen stocking service, to name but a few.
For the ultimate reinvigoration, a pine
sauna with a wellness shower, relaxation
room and an outdoor pool await the tired
guest.
So, why not recharge your batteries before
the Christmas hassle starts? The Natural
Beauties offer great packages in autumn including three nights at the Posthotel, a
pampering massage and dinner with a private cook.
www.natuerliche-schoenheiten.at
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